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Chapter 1Footnotes

This is a kindle edition published in March 2016Text © copyright Edward Lucie-SmithReleased

by Cv Publications PABLO GARGALLO2006 Pablo Gargallo is often described as ‘Cubist’

sculptor, partly thanks to his signature technique of hollowing out or reversing volumes, and

partly due to his links with Picasso, one of the two undoubted inventors of Cubism. In the strict

sense, the idea of Cubist sculpture is an oxymoron. Despite its undoubted early links to the

African tribal sculptures that partly inspired Picasso’s transition to a new and radical style,

Cubism was essentially an attempt to find a better and more complete way of representing

forms on a flat surface, springing off as much from experiments already made by Cézanne

than it did from anything African. If one looks carefully at Gargallo’s development what one

sees, I think, is a very different story, with complex links to developments in early 20th century

culture which have little to do with orthodox Cubism or indeed with Africa, though certainly

something to do with Picasso, whose work and career had an inescapable an inescapable

allure for every artist who ventured within his personal orbit. One of the most striking things

about Gargallo’s production, looked at as a totality, is its obsession with the idea of masks and

making. His signature sculpture – the piece that everyone knows best – was made quite late in

his life. It is the portrait head [which in fact is more like a mask] of Kiki de Montparnasse,

created in 1928, shortly after Gargallo had moved from Spain to live permanently in Paris. Kiki,

born Alice Ernestine Prin [1901-1953], was a nightclub singer, actress, artists’ model and

painter who seemed to her contemporaries to sum up the carefree spirit of bohemian Paris in

the 1920s.
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